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Keeping in view the vision to develop new generation teachers with right attitudes, ideals, values and
global standards, during the current academic session, the following practices were carried out. To
produce a new generation who practise the great ideals of lndians and to develop globally competent
teachers with technological and interpersonal skills, the college continued with its policy of offering rich
theoretical and practical experiences. This would enable thE students to develop various dimensions of
their personality with appropriate knowledge, attitude and skills , civic sense and psychosocial

capabilities. lnteractive teaching - learning processes were followed through group discussions,
seminars, debates, workshops, brainstorming sessions and research colloquiums. Various Transaction
Modes and instructional materials were used. Practical Activities, Extension Activities, Computer
Literacy, Learner Centered Methods, variety of Evaluation Methods all help in developing world class

teachers. ln the morning assembly all the students are given opportunity to speak on various topics
related to education, value systems and current issues. lt helps to identify leadership qualities and

enhance communication skills. Value based activities help to overcome problems, improve teacher
behaviour and self discipline. Student seminars give a platform for public speaking to the students.
Study tour help to broaden the horizon of their knowledge. The institution organized debates, quizzes,

digital slides, and movie shows to supplement the syllabi. Courses on Gender equality and inclusion,

Environmental education as well as enriched curricular and co-curiicular activities help to acquire
desirable values and attitudes for developing into a competent teacher. The college adopts the policy of
internal exams also. Uniform examination schedule was notified, question papers were set and answer
books were printed and allotted to the students. Their copies were evaluated and suggestions were
made for improvement of each and every student. This encouraged them to excel in the final exams.

The college provides opportunity for sharing of inter-cultural values. Our students secure medals in the
sports events conducted by the affiliating university. There is always a high demand for admission to the
college comparatively. There is also high demand for the college products in the schools for placement.
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